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Globalisation is both unavoidable and of great benefit to the world as a
whole. At least that has been the conventional wisdom.for more than two
decades now, except at thefarfringes ofthe radical, antiglobalization left
and lhe xenophobic, protectionist right. But is it true?

David Rieff

A. Introduction

In a nutshell, this article will argue that neither of the above statements is true.
Globalization is avoidable and it does not benefit the world as a whole.

To be more precise, the article will argue that individuals and even entire
countries can cut themselves off from globalization, albeit at great cost. Who-
ever is willing to bear this cost, does not have to participate in globalization. For
these individuals, frrms, or countries, globalization is avoidable, although the
cost is not.

Furthermore, the article will argue that globalization, as it is presently
evolving, does not necessarily provide a significant net benefit for the world as
a whole. It may actually harm the world as a whole. True, globalization has
opened up great opportunities that did not exist before and would not exist
without it for many countries and individuals. For example, the flow of Western
know-how and investment into China and the commensurate flow of
inexpensive goods from China to Western markets has created millions of jobs,
has lifted hundreds of millions of individuals in China out of dire poverty and
has contributed significantly to the bottom-line of Western multinationals and
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the affluence of western consumers. However, the real winner in this contest is
not the world as a whole. The true winner is a particular system, namely what
used to be known as Manchester capitalism and what should now be more
accurately called the American way_of life as personified, in particular, by the
presidencies of Ronald R.egsan and Georgew. bush. unleis th'e reader supports
the idea of making the rich even richer ind doing so at the expense of more or
less everyone and everything else, this victory cai hardly be se'en as a beneht to
the world as a whole, even if the system oveiall is geneiating more money than
before.

However, the article will also argue that grobalization can be harnessed and
made to benefit a much larger segment of the global population and that
globalization can promote rather thin dgstroy the iommon !ood. ninally, the
article will show some steps that need to be taken to make this-happen.

B. Definitions

I. 6'Bonum Commune" or the Common Good

The Latin term "bonum commune" is commonly translated into English as

1"91*gt good". Ronald Barker from the London School of Econoniics and
Political Science defines "common good,'as

Theory of shared interests. There exists a desirable end for govemmental or public
policy which is good for the whole society. This ..co-mmon good" can be
discovered by informed and reasoned thought, and though it may oierlap with &e
good of particular goups gr individuars, is different fiom and greatei than the
interest of any one of them.r

Even more straightforward, according to the online encyclopaedia wikipedia,
The common good is often regarded as a utilitarian ideal, thus representing ..the
greatest possible good for the greatest possible number of individuals". In th-e best
case scenario, the "greatest possible number of individuals" would mean a//
individuals.r

For the. present article, however, a somewhat different definition is suggested.
Accordingly, the common good shall be seen not_so mlch like an ouiectii ttringtla!.cp be described, increased, diminished, or lost. Rather, th" coii-on gooi
shall be. seen as a dynamic state that needs to be defended and ie-createa
constantly. whenever an institutional or an individual actor takes a decision
about future conduct, this decision is implicitly or explicitly a decision for or
against the common good. Institutional ictori would^ include states, interna-
tional organizations, NGos_, public bodies and authorities within a state, in
particular regions, municipalities and other territorial authorities, administrative

] ,See 
tr* entry in J. Bothamley (Ed.), Dicrionary of Theories 103 (1993;2002).3 http://en.wikipedia.org/wikiicommon3ood. see also below, noie 20, aboui Jeremy Bentham's

work.
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agencies, courts, educational instifutions, etc., as well as individual politicians,
officials or civil servants. on the private side, institutional and individual actors
would include undertakings, investors, associations, whether for proht or not, as
well as individual professionals, employers, employees, and generally all
human beings. These actors have different tasks and pursue different goals and
on their. way implement different plans and strategies. In so doing, they
constantly take decisions, each of which either emphasizes or even maximizes
self-interest, often at the expense of the common good, or renounces self-inter-
est more or less completely, to contribute to the common good. The ethical
assessment of such decisions can focus either like a snapshot on individual
decisions or can cover, like a film, the overall impact of an actor on the
common good over a longer period of time.

Naturally, the analysis here presented is not value neutral. Principally,
decisions are preferred if they make a positive contribution to the common
good. At least the sum total of a series of decisions over time should be positive.
At the same time, the analysis is not utopian. It acknowledges that an actor
cannot be expected to consistently take decisions for the common good and to
the detriment of self-interest, in particular in an environment that is increasingly
competitive and in which the competitors are usually not restricted by anybody
or anything from pursuing selfish maximization of profit.

Sustainable promotion of the common good, therefore, requires that all
relevant actors - or at least a large majority of them - become 'civilized' of
sorts, i.e. seek to establish an overall balance that is favourable for the common
good.a To achieve this goal, additional and more effective incentives need to be
developed, i.e. rights and duties, rewards and sanctions, that stimulate desirable
behaviour. From a legal perspective, additional and more effective normative
standards need to be developed that successfully prevent behaviour resulting in
gross damage to communityihumanity and that achieve an overall balance
between self-interest and common good that is tilted towards the latter.

II. Globalization

After a slow start, the literature on globalization, meanwhile, can fill a sizeable
library.s Publications have dealt with globalization in general, as well as many

a In support of the theory that human beings need normative guidance lest they mostly pursue
selltsh choices to the detriment of the common good, see the empirical study of the life in the
Italian town of Montegrano in the 1950s that could be reduced to the formula: "Maximise the
material, short term advantage of the nuclear family; assume that others will do likewise ." See E.
Banfield, The Moral Analysis of a Backward Society (1958).
5 The term globalization itself can be traced back to the global village in the writings of Marshall
Mcl-uhan. .See M. Mcluhan & Q. Fiore, War and Peace in the Global Village (1968), and by the
same authors, The Medium is the Message (1967).

A highly subjective selection of'the better' works on globalization includes P. L. Berger &
S. P. Huntington (Eds.), Many Globalizations - Cultural Diversity in the Contemporary World
(2003); J. Bhagwati, In Defense of Globalization (200a); D. Cohen, Globalization and Its
Enemies (2006); Th. L. Friedman, The Lexus and the Olive Tree (1999); Th. L. Friedman, The
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facets of it, such as economic globalization, political globalization, cultural
globalization, social globalization, and many -ore, lft"n with different
emphasis and definitions.6 _For the purposei of the present article, two
components of globalization have to be emphasized more ihan the others:7 The

world is Flat (2005); I. Goldin & K. Reinert, Globalization for Development (2006); c. Hay & D.
!tar9! @as ), Demystigring Globalizarion (2000); R. o. Keohane, pbwer and Governance in aPT!4I glglalized World (2002); F. J. Lechner & J. Boli (Eds.), The Globatizatio;R;;;.;i';
ed. (2004); H.-P. Martin & H. Schumann, Die Globalisierungsfalie - Angriffauf Demokatie und
wohlstand, l0th ed. (1998); R. Rob.ertson, The Three wavei of Globaliiation lzooi;; s. sassen,
clobalization and lts Discontenrs,'_(1998); A. Shipman, The clobalization tutyth'- why the
Protesters Have Got It wrong (2003); J. stiglitz, Globalization and Is Discontens,' 12002); M.
Wolf' Why Globalization Works (2005). See also the website of the Yale Center for Str"rdy of
C lobalization at hnp://www.ycsg.yale.edu/.

,- Bo-th Sassen and Stiglie were probably inspired by Sigmund Freud, whose 1930 book
Unbehagen in der Kultur was translated into English that iamryear and pubiished in London and
New York as Civilization and lts Discontents.6 A concise version of what is probably the common ground definition for globalization in
general was provided by Eduardo Aninat, Deputy Managing Director of the IMF;..Globalization
[is].the process through which an increasingly free flow o]idear, people, goods, services, and
capital leads to the integration of economies and societies"; see .zininai, suiiunting the
Chal lenges of Globalizat ion Finance & Development, March 2002, 4-7, at 4./ For somewhat different purposes, Thomas Friedman has identified "ten forces that flattened the
world," namely i) the fall of the iron curtain in 1989/90 and the simultaneous introduciion of the
computer system windows and hence,the capacity of pretty much every computer to
commu.nicate with pretty much every other computei in the world; ii) the general and free
availability of Netscape, the.first intemet browser, which paved the way for pr-etty -uch eu"ry
successful intemet application by showing the usefulness of the medium iLef; iii) the
development of work-flow software that allows different people in diflerent locations to work
simultaneously or consecutively on the 

-same 
projecl and other standards for digital

communication, including the money transfer system paypal; iv) open source software, that
means people from around the world getting together in virtual groups to write software for
particular applications that is shared for free and ian be improved ipon by anyone, in particular
the example of the Apache web sewer, that is at the root of about two-tnirOs otatt websies in theworld; a similar development can now be seen with bloggers creating virtual open-source
newsrooms or with scientists and others contributing to the virtual and opei-source encyclopedia
wikipedia; v)_ the Y2K computer problem and the huge amount of relatively basic programming it
required, which was when multitudes of American companies discovered tire ienefits of
outsourcing knowledge work to India; as chance had it, the dot com bubble led to the installation
of enormous bandwith of fiber optic cable and the subsequent bust drove the cost of using the
cables - for example between Bangalore and Silicon Valley - down to almost zero and this rially
got outsourcing going; vi) china's entry into the wro in 2001 as a quantum leap for offshore
manufacturing and the (re-)invention of truly global supply chains; viij wal-Mart^and it's super
efficient sourcing and distribution system as the benclimark for the global retail i;d;try; viii)
full-service logistics providers like UPS and FedEX who are 'insourcin!' work for 1116;r 

"u.nt, 
to

accelerate services such as computer repairs; ix) Google and other web--search services that have
been revolutionizing the acquisition and distribution of information in recent y"u.r; -d *y th,'steroids' for our interconnected world, in particular the ubiquitousness ofwireiess access to the
intemet and to e-mails. 

^See 
Th.L. Friedman, The World isFlit, supranote 5.

As can be easily seen, the majority of Friedman's items are pirt and parcel of something that
was quite elegantly coined "the genie of global information flow" that got out of the bottle with
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first component could be called the 'CNN-Revolution'. Before this revolution,
we largely had to rely on hearsay for any knowledge about the living conditions
of the poorest inhabitants of many third world countries or the exploitive slash-
and-burn farming in Brazilian rainforests. Traditional TV news as everyman's
window to the world did broadcast the one or the other image, but the child.en
in Asian sweatshops rarely made the cut among the dozen or so items before the
weather forecast. This widespread state of innocence came to an end when
modern TV stations, following the lead of Ted Tumer's CNN, began to
bombard us 24/7 with images from around the world, which are specifically
selected to generate strong emotional reactions. More recently, as high speed
internet access has become widely available for millions of households, the
intemet is supplementing, if not overtaking, the flow of image-enriched news
that reaches us every day. As a result, consumers are nowadays willing to pay a
higher price for dolphin-friendly tuna and demand from their political leaders to
do something about blatant violations of human rights in Rwanda and other far
away countries. Thanks to the information revolution as invented by CNN, dry
statistics have been converted into images and faces and we are suddenly not
only aware of but actually concerned about events that happen half a globe
away.

The second component is the interdependence of countries and markets in
otherwise distinct geographic regions. Although goods and people have been
moving around the globe for centuries, the quantity and speed of such
exchanges have taken on entirely new dimensions in the 20th century.8 political
decisions and the implementation of economic policies or business transactions,
but also natural disasters, epidemics, or terrorist attacks, that occur in one corner
of the world, are directly impacting the living conditions and the level of wealth
and prosperity in other parts of the world. The point can be illustrated with nvo
examples.

The outbreak of SARSe in China and parts of South-East Asia in November
2002 became the main reason for the bankruptcy of several Western airlines,
who were already suffering from decreased demand after the terror attacks of I I
September 2001 (another example for the intensified global interdependence).
Stock prices fell in all major markets and millions of people around the world
lost money and jobs. In this way, ordinary citizens in Europe and America, most

no chance of hrming back, see K. Ohmae, The End of the Nation State - The Rise and Fall of
Regional Economies (1995), at vii.
8 Something similar happened during the Industrial Revolution. As Drucker points out,
capitalism and technical innovation had both been around for centuries. However, benveen 1750
and 1900, they accelerated greatly and began to "reach across culhrres, classes, and geography",
to become global phenomena and convert "capitalism into 'Capitalism' [...] and technical
advances into the 'Industrial Revolution"', i.e. into global systems. See P.F. Drucker, Post-
Capitalist Society 19 (1993). Accordingly, the present developments may have to be called the
I n te rdep endence Revo lu tion.
e SARS stands for Severe Acute Respiratory Syndrome, which is an atlpical type of pneumonia
and is caused by a corona virus. For more information see http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/SARS.
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of whom had never been.to Asia, let alone exposed to the SARS virus, became
victims of the initial helplessness and incompeience of chinese health officials.

The other example is the strategic decision of the chinese Government to
maintain a fixed exchange rate between the yuan and the uS Dollar.r' Because
of the very signihcant trade surplus china maintains with the united States -some 200 billion US Dollars in 2005 alonerr - the exchange rate would
normally have adjusted long ago, in favour of a more expensive iuan and a less
9xpe11iv.e _po]lar. By contrast, the fixed or managed exihange rate has resulted
in artihcially low prices for chinese goods (and s6rvices) in 5oilar denominated
export markets, giving a boost to export oriented industries in china at the
expense of.their competitors in the uS and - to a slightly lesser extent - in
Fyop". A direct consequence of this economic strategyis the continuing loss ofjobs in America and Europe, in particular in manufiinrring, where cf;ina has
long moved beyond the production of toys and textiles.l2
. In summarizing, the term "globalization" is used in this article as the

phenomelon caused by a dramatic facilitation and acceleration of global
communication, transportation, and travel opportunities, combined with a
dramatic decrease in the cost of these transacfioni.13 capitai transfers-have been
liberated from regulatory barriers and have gone tirough u technotogicui
revolution permitting.the transfer of billions of dollars fr6m one country to
another with the click of a computer mouse at next to no cost. The
transformation of the GATT to the Wro secured the permanent and almost all
encompassing elimination of major barriers to trade in goods and services. The
containerization of shipping and other innovations in lolistics have reduced the
cost.of physically taking goods from one side of the wo-rld to another to almost
negligible levels. More yelfly: people are not only travelling in large numbers
fo-r purposes of tourism. In the last twenty years oi ,o, an ev6r incre"asing army
of transnational workers and service providers has come into being, o'fr"ri"!

roFrom 1994 to 2005, the exchange rate was maintained at g.2g yuan to the uS Dollar. on 2l
July 2005, a potentially far-reaching change was introduced. The yuan is now no tonger peggeo
to the US Dollar alone but to a basket of different currencies. At first this led to an appr?iation of
the Yuan of about2o/o to 8.1I Yuan to the US Dollar. Subsequently, additional mino:r'adjustments
were permitted and the exchange rate stood at around 8.011 Yuan to the US Dollar in summer
2006. For argnrnents defending the maintenance ofthe fixed exchange rate see,foi ii)mpk,R.
McKirnon, china's Exchange Rate, Asian wall street Joumal, lj June 2603, avaiable at
http : //www. stanford. edu/-mckinnon/briefsAMSJopedrev.pdf.

" *r- 9S census Bureau, Foreign Trade statisiics, uuuilubl, at http://www.census.gov/foreign-
trade/balance/c5700.html#2005.
12 From 1965 to 2005, the share of US workers involved in durable goods manufacturing has
decreased from l9%o of the workforce to 8% of the workforce. By condast, the share ol workers
providing professional or business services and the share ofthose in educaiion and heaith care -where outsourcing is not possible or not as easily possible - has increased from g% to l5yo,
respectively from 7Yo to 16%. See New york Times, 22 Jantary 2006, p. BU5.
13 Thomas Friedman has calculated that a three minute phone call from New york to London in
1930 cost something like 300$ - calculated in 1996 priies; see Th. L. Friedman, The Lexus and
the olive Tree (2000), at xviii. via traditional phone lines, such a call costs less than 1$ today and
via Skype and other internet services it is completely free.
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their input at all levels of the economy, wherever it is wanted and paid for,
regardless of traditional geographic, political, linguistic, religious, and cultural
differences and borders. Finally, the growing and accelerating stream ofgoods,
services, capital and people around the world and the communication revolution
accompanying all ofthis, are also providing a much greater and faster exchange
of ideas and ideologies. As a result, global strategies are no longer the
prerogative of multinational enterprises with multi-billion dollar balance sheets.
For a majority of medium sized enterprises and for ever growing numbers of
small firms and even individuals, it has become perfectly normal to buy and sell
goods and services internationally. As Tom Friedman puts it, the world has
become flat again.la

C. The Good and the Bad Sides of Globaliz^tion

Ever since the industrial revolution took off in Britain in the 1780s,r5 some
philosophers and social theorists have argued that scientific and technological
progress would ultimately lead to globalization, or rather to one single global
form of social organization.t6 For Karl Marx, this was going to be global
egalitarian communism.lT Auguste Comte foresaw a de-politicized technocracy
implementing scientifically based government.rs Herbert Spencerle advocated

ra Friedman, The World is Flat, supra note 5.
15 A good source for dates and further information is E. Hobsbawm, The Age of Revolution:
1789-1848 (1962) (reprinted in New York in 1996).
16 US President Ulysses S. Grant said in 1873, "As commerce, education, and the rapid hansition
of thought and matter, by telegraph and steam have changed everything, I rather believe that the
great Maker is preparing the world to become one nation, speaking one language, a consumma-
tion which will render armies and navies no longer necessary." Here quoted from E.J. Hobsbawm,
The ll'orld Unified,frst published as part of The Age of Capital 1848-1875 by Weidenfeld &
Nicolson (1975), at 48 et seq.; later republished in F.J. Lechner & John Boli, The Globalization
Reader (2004), 58-62, at 58. The passage "speaking one language" which presumably was
meant to be the English language - indicates a common phenomenon, namely that most of the
thinkers and writers imagined the one single future global form ofsocial organization much like
their own present one.
17 Marx wrote ofthe "universal interdependence ofnations" as a tool ofcapitalist exploitation,
which would, however, become a progressive force for one global socialist civilization, after the
revolution of the working class (K. Marx and F. Engels, The Communist Manifesto (1848), here
quoted from R. Tucker (Ed.), The Marx-Engels Reader (1979); the quoted expression can be
found at 476); see also Manifesto of the Communist Party, iz Economic and Philosophic
Manuscripts of 1844 Karl Marx and the Commrmist Manifesto by Karl Marx and Frederick
Engels 203-243, at 213 (1988).
rE According to Comte's 'law of three phases', the world was going to move from a theological
phase dtingwhich people explained the unknown with references to (a) supematural being(s), to
a metaphysical phase duing which natural phenomena were explained with impersonal, obscure
forces, to a scientiJic or positive phase in which all irrational beliefs were given up in favour of
rational and logical explanations. A. Comte, The Positive Philosophy ofAugust Comte (1853).
Comte has been called 'grandfather of sociologt', 'father of (French) positivism' and, inter alia,
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the ultimate. victory of laissez-faire capitalism. Jeremy Bentham,2. and John
stuart Mill'z'_predicted the spread of utilitarianism b-ecause societies giving
people the freedom to pursue their individual happiness would be more
successful than others, provided they had some ground-rules for the general
good.

_ In. spite of the differences of approach, all of these philosophers and social
theorists were ultimately optimisti. At the bottom line, they ill believed that
their model of social organization would not only prevail ovei all others but that
rt rvould prevail because it was the_superior model, in particular concerning the
allocation of scarce resources and the promotion of general well-beingland
prosperity.22

Joday it is becoming more and more obvious that this optimism was
unfounded or at_ least,premature. while scientific and technological progress
would meanwhile enable- hrlryanity to.provide 'basic needs'2r iuch as iood,
water,shelter, sanitation, healthcare, and education for all its members at deceni
levels,2a in spite of the almost exponential growth of the global popuiation, this

coined the term'altruism'.,see http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/August comte, and Michael Ruse jn
T. Honderich (Ed.), The Oxford Companion to philosophy (1915).
re If Comte was the grandfather of s-ociology, Spencei has been called the 'father of sociology,
(for example by Michael Ruse, see previous note). His version of laissez-faire or Social
Darwinism_(of which Wikipedia makes him the 'father'because his writings preceeded those of
Darwin, whose work should accordingly be called 'darwinian spencJrism', see hfipllen.
wikjnedia.ore/wiki,/Herbert_Spencer) can be found in H. Spencer, nirst'rrinciples (tgozy.
zu Bentham's utilitarianism, according.to which the propeiconduct to be followed was always the
one to_ bring about 'the greatest happiness lor the greatest number' had profound influences on
John Stuart Mill on the one side, and the reform oflaw and government, higher education and the
penal system in Britain on the other. see J. Bentham, A Fragment on Govelrnment, first published
rr a v-olume edited by J.H. Burns and H.L.A. Hat (1977; r-printed lggg); for additional reading
see, for example, H.L.A. Hart (Ed.), Essays on Bentham: Jurisprudence and political rheor!
( I e82).

'] r s!1-1 Mill, Principles of.political Economy (1900; reprinred by prometheus in 2004) and J.
Stuart Mill, utilitarianism, edited by George Sher (2002). see atso F.R. B"rg"., The Liberal Self:
John Stuart Mill's Moral and Political Philosophy (1984).

'zl se9 glso J Gray, The Global Delusion, ;n Tire Niw york Review of Books, vol. LIII, No. 7, 22
Aprll 2006, at 20.
23 The 'basic needs' model stems from development discourse; the present list is taken fiom
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Basic needs.
2a As the Worldbank has pointed out,

what _constitutes a good life is highly subjective, and the relative importance
accorded to different aspects of well-being varies for individuals, socieiies and
generations. But on some elements most people could probably agree. Having the
ability and opportunity to shape one's life - which increase'wiih better hilth,
education, and material comfort - is certainly one of them. Having a sense of self-
worth is another, enhanced by family and social relationships, inilusiveness, and
participation in society. so is enjoying physical security and basic civil and
political liberties. And so is appreciating the natural environment - breathing fresh
air, drinking clean water, living among an abundance of plant and inimal
varieties, and not irrevocably undermining the natural p.ocesses that produce and
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is clearly not happening. By contrast, we are witnessing stagnation or even
regression in many developing countries, a rapidly increasing spread between
the rich and the poor in most countries, growing inequality within and between
nations, continuing environmental degradation, accelerated depletion of energy
and other natural resources, growing violence in many parts of the world, and
what seems to be the gradual destruction of the very fabric of democratic
societies.

Thomas Friedman quotes the following African proverb: "Every morning in
Africa, a gazelle wakes up. It knows it must run faster than the fastest lion or it
will be killed. Every morning a lion wakes up. It knows it must outrun the
slowest gazelle or it will starve to death. It doesn't matter whether you are a lion
or a gazelle. When the sun comes up, you better start running." He concludes
that since the entry of China into the global economy, everybody has to run
faster and faster.25 In many ways, he is right. Outsourcing of specific tasks, such
as back office work or call centers, to service providers in India, and the re-
organization of the supply chain with more and more components and entire
products being sourced from China and other low-cost countries, are putting
enornous pressure on Western labour markets and have fuelled a powerful
movement that wants to tum the clock back to the relatively cozy days before
globalization.26

This picture of globalization as survival only of the fittest is one-sided,
however. Globalization has had many beneficial sides and it could potentially
work for the best of very nearly all of humanity. In this respect it is first of all
necessary to recall what a non-globalized world would look like. Some
examples shall sufhce. First of all, the range of goods available to us in our
supermarkets would shrink enormously. Many products that we take for granted
today cannot be produced locally or at least not at reasonable cost. During the
often glorified good old days, that is before globalization, these products were
simply not available at all or they were so expensive that they were de facto
available only to a very small portion of the population. We are not talking only
about strawberries at Christmas or mineral water from France or Italy or exotic

renew these features. Indeed, peoples' self-reported happiness and satisfaction
with life are closely associated with all ofthese factors.

See World Development Report 2003 (2003), at 13 (footnotes omitted). ln effect, it is argued here
that very nearly all of "these features" could be provided for very nearly all human beings very
nearly all of the time, if we would only reform our political, legal and economic systems to
promote the common good rather than individual benefit at the expense ofthe common good.
2s See Friedman, supra note 5, at 114.
26 On this subject see, in particular, J. Bhagwati, ln Defense ofGlobalization (200a); G. Burtless,
R. Z. Lawrence, R. E. Litan, & R. J. Shapiro, Globaphobia Confronting Fears About Open
Trade (1998); D. Cohen, Globalization and lts Enemies (2006); K. Danaher, l0 Reasons to
Abolish the IMF & World Bank (2001); J. Mander & E. Goldsmith (Eds), The Case Against the
Global Economy (1996); A. Shipman, The Globalization Myth - Why the Protesters Have Got it
Wrong (2002); L. Sklair, Globalization - Capitalism & its Altematives (2002); The International
Forum on Globalization (Ed.), Altematives to Economic Globalization (2002); and M. Wolf, Why
Globalization Works (2004).
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fruit, the names of whic-h.ye can barely pronounce. Rather, we are tarking here
about many things of daily use, starting with pepper and many other slpices,
rice, orange juice, salt-water fish and much of our seafood, and even ctotnes
made from cottor or silk, and of course the heating oil, gas, and the fuel for our
cars and other means of transportation. Northem European countries would
have to survive their long winters without fresh vegetables and salad, while
wine,,tobacco and many other daily pleasures would once again be reserved for
only the wealthiest families.

. Business trips to far away countries would again be dangerous and
adventurous as in the day and age of Marco polo and recreational trii's would be
long, tedious, and-expensive as_they were when Goethe made his way to Italy.
Thus, travel .wo!d again be the prerogative of a tiny minority of wealthy,
educated, and adventurous people, in particular those who do nofhave to woik
themselves because they can let others work for them.

our modern societies are impossible to imagine without globalization. The
opponents of globalization either do not want to face up to ihis reality or are
dreaming of a world where we can pick out only the good sides of globilization
and.give back the bad ones. The abovementiohed eiamples are il-lustrating in
particular that one frequent argument against globalizaiion is simply wrong,
namely that it benefits only the wealthy, the riih investors, the mutiinationii
enterprises, i.e. the capitalists. gy p0 larg9, the opposite is true. wealthy
merchants for centuries, if not millenia, have had the financial and other means
to make use of and benefit from the riches of distant countries. precisely
because it was difficult andexpensive to import goods from far away countries,
the prices were astronomical and the profit margins commensurate!

Globalization - and only globalization - has effected a true democratisation
of these attractions by eliminating many barriers to international trade in goods
and services and, in this way, dramatically lowering the transaction costs. As a
result, it is nowadays not only much cheaper to trade goods and services across
borders, it is also much easier and, thereiore, much riore accessible for many
more economic operators.. The _ensuing competition forces undertakings to pass
a large part of the financial advantages resulting from globalizationin to the
consumers in form of lower prices. Long gone are the tirnes when a Swiss trader
by the,name of christoph Merian could earn phenomenal prorrts in just a few
years by circumventing,Napoleon's continental blockade, i.e. by imuggling
coveted goods into closed markets, which made him the wealthiest man ln itt oT
Switzerland in his day. and lay the foundations for a commercial empire that
would last for centuries. only in countries that cut themselves orr rrom
globalization or that are excluded from it by the world community, as it was the
case with Iraq under Saddam Hussein, is it still possible for a handful of well
connected and protected traders to get rich quickly at the expense ofthe general
population.

__-. 
This analysis shows that globalization per se does not have to be a bad thing.

Whether a continent, a country, a nation, a region, a city, an industry, a com_
pany' or an individual becomes a victim of globalization or a winner, is
determined by the way he, she or it - and others around it - react to the
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challenges of globalization. And this determination is done again and again,
whenever some new development demands a reaction and even if the
individuals and decision-makers are oblivious to the challenge or consciously
decide to ignore it.

D. The Common Good Under Fire

Common good is expensive. A high level of environmental protection and
occupational safety, a sufficiently highly developed welfare state that is able to
care for those who, whether by their own fault or not, are temporarily or
permanently unable to take care of themselves, a health care system that
includes those who cannot afford this care on their own, an educational system
that provides high quality education to everyone, including those who cannot
pay the market price for it - all these institutions cost money and have to be
paid by someone. At least in Europe, we have become very much used to the
fact that this "someone" is the state, which in turn charges all of us for its
services in the form of higher and higher taxes. Unfortunately, we have also
become used to the fact that the state shifts an ever larger part ofthe present-day
costs over to future generations in the form of public debts. Nevertheless, the
system works on the whole, as long as a sufficiently large percentage of the
beneficiaries, i.e. the present-day population, makes a sufficiently large
contribution to it, primarily in the format of productive activity and tax
payments.

The system is endangered, however, when the percentage of economically
active people in the overall population is decreasing without there being a
commensurate increase in productivity. If the taxable economic activity in the
counffy decreases - in absolute terms or at least in value - the state cannot
sustain the level of welfare and other services provided to the people unless it
finds other ways of funding them. A good example is the continuing high level
of unemployment in Germany, combined with an overall aging population with
more and more retired people, which keeps forcing the state to make ever more
painful cuts into the social system and ever higher public debts.

Unemployment and population aging is not the only challenge to the state's
ability to fund the services we expect from it. If a growing number of tax payers
is able to avoid paying taxes, in particular by shifting taxable revenue into low-
tax or no-tax jurisdictions, or if large tax payers, i.e. high income individuals
and corporations, move away altogether from their home state, the latter is
increasingly stuck with those private and corporate citizens that cost more than
they contribute.

If this happens, a state or national economy theoretically has several
possibilities of dealing with the problem. They all boil down to one of two
alternatives, however: Either the state has to increase its revenue or it has to
decrease its expenditure. When it comes to cutting back the expenses, a state
would seem to have many options. Unfortunately, even a superficial glance at
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the larger .budgetary .positions. will .easily show that serious cuts are hardly
possible without cuts into social services and other features of the welfare state.
other.public spending. is either unavoidable or relatively ress significant.27

when it comes to increasing.revenue, there are again only ihree options and
they all have similar and negative effects on the eJonomy.-After unn"""rrury
state holdings in private enterprises and other assets have been sold, the state
can a) print more money, which creates inflation; or b) borrow -oi" -on"y,which increases public debts and drives up interest rates; or c) increase taxes
and/or broaden the tax base by making- more activities und7o. individuals
subject to taxation. All three measures have the same effect, namely private and
corporate citizens get less_money for their economic activities and/br get less
value for their. money. This, in tum, decreases their incentive to pursue
economic activities and increases their incentive to avoid taxes lawfuliy, for
example- by _moving economic activities to lower tax jurisdictions, or to evade
taxes unlawfully, in particular by hiding economic activities or theii revenue.

while these facts have always bein true, globalization has added to the
challenge faced by.nation states and their nation;l economies. First ofall, it has
become much easier and much less expensive for large and small hrms and
even individuals to move their residence and/or their*economic activities to
countries where taxes are lower. with the facilitation of shipping of goods and
the .digitization of many services, economic operators hairi ni'ore ind more
choices to work and live in one country, where libour and other costs and taxes
are low, and to sell their good and services in another country, where they (still)
find consumers who can afford these goods or services. Second, the risk
involved in such relocations and other fo=rms of foreign direct invesiment has
gone {oryn considerably because of the permanent elimination of many barriers
to tp{e by the wro and the even more far reaching elimination of barriers to
capital transfers, including the repatriation ofprohts.-Furthennore, international
commercial arbitration and various investmeni protection agreements contribute

27 The exception to the rule is the United States, where the second largest item on the federal
budget is defense spending. With some $495 billion for defense in 2001 (excluding the war in
kaq), the United States is spending almost as much as the rest of the world taken togiher. In light
of the fact that the cold war has ended and that there is no major enemy out tGre ttrat miltrt
require big sticker weapon systems, such as aircraft carriers, submarines, fighter or bomber
aircraft, nuclear warheads, etc., the defense budget may seem the obvious ciroic-e for large scale
savings in the US However, this budget position is particularly resilient to cuts in light ofreal or
perceived global strategic needs, real or perceived global thrlats (in particular froir terrorism),
and a powerful lobby. Even if sigaificant cuts into defense could Le made, this item represents
'.'only" 20vo offederal spending, while "human resources", including education, health, medicare,
income security, social security, and veterans benefits, accounted for $1,536 billion in 2005, or
640/o of federal spending. For federal budget time-line tables 1946 to 20ll see
http://www.whitehouse.gov/omb,rbudgetlfy2007/pdrl/hist.pdf. In the several states, expenses
related to welfare and social services are anyway the largest single budgetary item, just as in other
developed nations.
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significantly to the reduction of the risks involved in off-shore28 investment and
production.2e Third, our Western welfare states have lost much of their ability to
restrict the outsourcing and off-shoring3o of services and manufacturing.
Traditionally, a country could increase tariffs or impose non-tariff banieis
against imports of goods or services to protect its (remaining) domestic
manufacturers from aggressive competitors based in low-cost countries and to
protect its balance of trade from a flood of imports. However, as part of the
WTO agreements, countries have entered into "commitment schedules", fixing
their maximum import tariffs, and have agreed to discontinue most non+arifT
barriers. In this way, the participating countries3r have given up much of their
ability to change their trade policy in reaction to changes in the global trading
environment. This was done precisely to create economic efhciency, namely to
enable innovafive undertakings to allocate their resources where they find
comparative advantages such as low-cost labour or lower taxes and to pass on at
least some of the benefit to their customers in the form of lower prices. There is
downside, however, as this low-cost competition may become an existential
threat for less innovative or less flexible undertakings and their employees in
the Western industrialized countries. Last but not least, globalization has also
made it more easy for multinational enterprises to shift profits between different
facilities in different countries. For example, a multinational may internally
charge too much or too little for goods delivered from one country to another in
order to accumulate profits where taxes are lower (so-called "transfer pricing").
Or a multinational may charge intangible services, such as R&D or marketing,
to its facilities in high-tax countries in order to move some of their revenue to a
low-tax country.

As globalization provides these opportunities to intemationally minded
undertakings, it reduces the policy choices of governments, in particular when it
comes to tax increases. If a country charges too high taxes or announces tax
increases, it inevitably loses existing economic activities to low-tax countries
and./or discourages the expansion of existing or the creation of new economic
activities. This effect can be observed not only with respect to the tax burden.
Stringent environmental or safety standards, as well as other areas ofregulatory
oversight that have a direct impact on the cost of production, may cause an

28 The term "off-shore" is used here in a value-neutral sense, merely indicating that activities are
taking place abroad, versus "on-shore", which would be within the respective country or
jurisdiction.
2e For a more comprehensive analysis why transnational companies invest abroad see, for
example, C. Roe Goddard, Defining the Transnational Corporation in the Era of Globalization, i1
C. Roe Goddard, Patrick Cronin, and Kishore C. Dash (Eds), International Political Economy -
State-Market Relations in a Changing Global Order 435-456, in particular 443 et seq. (2003).
30 "Outsorucing" refers to the delegation of limited functions to independent service providers, for
example, if an American insurance company hires an Indian service provider to operate its call
center. "Offshoring", by contrast, refers to the relocation ofentire production sites, for example a
computer chip factory, from one country to another, See also Friedman, supra note 5, at I 14.
3l In summer 2006, membership in the WTO stood at I 49 out of some 200 countries in the world.
Of the remaining countries, only a few are significant trading nations, such as Algeria, Russia,
Ukraine, or Vietnam. See http://www.wto.org/english/thewto_e/whatis_e/tile/org6_e.htm.
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undertaking to relocate itselfor at least certain economic activities to countries
with less stringent standards andlor less effective enforcement.

The combination of the opportunity of relocating economic activities to a
country that offers cost advantages and ofrelocating revenue to a country that
offers tax advantages - without having to give up access to the tradiiional
markets.where the purchasing power is (still) locited - opens entirely new
perspectives 

_for large and medium sized enterprises. Before globalization, the
states were able to dictate and enforce the terms of trade via their legislative and
police p_owers._ Joday, the undertakings seem to have all the truirps in their
hands. with 150 or more countries competing for their investment and the iob,it promises, undenakings can hold a beauty contest to see which country oifers
the best conditions. Since undertakings are profit oriented and answer first and
foremost to their shareholders, the "best cbnditions" are those that offer the
highest profits in the short term. Long-term goals and values that remain
external to the revenue and expense calculations of an undertaking, such as
environmental protection, can only play a minor role, if any. As a i'esult, the
initill home country of a multinational enterprise -ay no*adys be used oniy u,
the final destination for the finished producis, while-the jobj and tax revenues
related to their production - and the (uncontrolled) pollution - may have moved
elsewhere.12

. If countries try to outdo each other to attract or retain a major investment, the
longer term and non-financial values may become casualties of a veritable iace
to the bottom. countries trying to re.sisl these pressures, by contrast, may fall
into a different kind of downward spiral. while they retain iheir high'standards
fo-r protection of workers, the environment, etc., they lose tax reven"ue and jobs.
If they do not react by cutting back their social services but instead increase

32 On the connection between trade liberalization on the one hand and different environmental
standards on the other see, for example, M. N. Hanis, L. K6nya & L. M6tyas, Modelling rhe
Im_pac.t of Environmental Regulations on Bilateral rrade Flows: otco tcsb-lggo, zs 1rfrn.world Economy 387405 Q002); A. Levinson, Environmental Regulations and Manufacturers
Location choices - Evidence from the census of Manufacturirs, 1996 Journal or pubti"
Economics 5-29; J. A. List & c. Y. co, The Efects of Eniironmental Regulations on Foreign
Direct Investmenl, 1999 Journal ofEnvironmental Economics and Manageirent l-20; p. Low &
A. Yeats, Do Dirt Industries Migrate?, world Bank Discussion paper ]io. 159, (19i2); R.E.B.
Lucas, D. wheeler & H. Hettige, Economic Development, Enviroimental Reguiation,' and the
International Migration of Toxic Industrial pollution 1960-gg, world Bank policy Research
working Paper 1062 (1992); M. Mani, S. pargal & M. Huq, Does Environmental'Regulation
Matter? Determinants of the Locatiol gdNew Manufacturing plants in India,world Bank policy
Research Paper No. l7l8 (1997); B.K. smarzynska & Shang-Jin wel pollution Havens and
Foreign Direct Investmenr - Dirty secrets or popular Myth?, world, Bank Research paper
(200_1); J. A. Tobey, The Effects of Domestic Environmental Policies on Patterns of ll'orld Trade:
An Empirical kst,43 (2) Kyklos 191-209 (1990); D. wheeler, Racing to the Bottom? Foreign
Investment and Air Pollution in Developing countries, world Bank policy Research paper No.
2524 (2000); J. Douglas wilson, Capital Mobility and Environmental standords: Is lhere a
The-oretical Basis for a Race ro the Bottom? , ir J. N. Bhagwati & R. E. Hudec (Eds.), Fair Trade
and Harmonization: Prerequisites for Free Trade? 393-428 (1996); J. S. wilson, T. oisuki, & M.
sewadeh, Dirty Exports and Environmental Regulation: Do standards Matter to Trade?,world
Bank Research Paper (2002).
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their taxes on income and/or profits in order to be able to fund the same high
level of social services as before, the conditions for economic operators in thoie
countries deteriorate further and additional activities will move away and more
jobs are lost. The tax burden gets spread out over fewer and fewer people who
still have jobs and undertakings who have not (yet) moved away and eventually
the state has to pull the emergency brake and make painful cuts across the board
of all state activities. This, however, further dampens the economic outlook and
attractiveness ofthe country and does not bring back any jobs either.

In short, globalization moves different national systems into a much more
direct competition and reduces the transaction costs in the broadest sense, i.e.
the costs of shipping, import duties, etc. that used to serve as buffers between
different national economies. In this way, globalization delivers the direct - and
largely undistorted - competition of systems.

From a purely economic perspective, this development is welcome.
Production factors should be put to use where they generate the highest
revenue.33 If computers can be produced at lower iosi in Taiwan thJn in
Germany, they should be produced in Taiwan and not in Germany any more.
The resulting benefit should then be shared between the two countries in the
form of lower computer prices in Germany and higher employment and wages
in Taiwan.3a In this way, humanity as a whole would be better off. However, not
every human being would be better off as a result. Specifically, those natural
and legal persons who used to be involved in computer production in Germany
either have to find a new area of activity where they can be globally competitive
or they have to accept (dramatic) income losses. The function of the state should
be first and foremost to create excellent framework conditions via suitable
policies on economy and education to enable individuals who lose their jobs in
one industry to easily find work in another industry where they will be (more)
competitive. Additionally, the state should provide financial aid for the
transition.

An example of how not to allocate resources is provided by the coal mining
sector in Germany. Coal and steel were the backbone of German industrializa-
tion in the lgth century and core industries for the reconstruction after World
War II. In the meantime, the coal deposits that were relatively easily accessible
and held high quality, i.e. low sulphur coal, have long been depleted. Neverthe-
less, Germany continues with the exploitation of its coal, in particular because a
lot of jobs - still over 60,000 in the mines and another 140,000 in ancillary
industries - in the respective regions depend on it. Many countries hang on to
sunset industries for reasons of regional policy and to avoid or at least delay
painful adjustments. The situation in Germany is particularly drastic, however.

13 See, in particular, M. E. Porter, The Competitive Advantage of Nations (1990).
3a The theory that the wages and other cost factors eventually converge because demand will
drive up wages and costs in the low cost country while declining employment will drive down
wages and costs in the high cost country, cannot be verified empirically and has been largely
given up, see L. A. Rivera-Batiz & M.-A. Oliva, International Trade - Theory, Strategies, and
Evidence 92-93 (2003).
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In order to be able to produce the coal at a price that is bearable for the consum-
ers - mostly electric power plants - the sector is heavily subsidized. According
to some estimates, the direct subsidies and indirect costs amount to at least 35
billion Euro per year.35 In this way, every single coal miner costs the German
tax payers befween 70,000 and 80,000 Euro per year.36 This far exceeds the
salary of the miners. All of this might even belustifiable if Germany depended
on domestic coal for its energy production. However, coal can be imported from
as far. away as theuSA or Australia at a fraction of the cost of the production of
coal in Germany.rT.Finally, the imported coal is much lower in'sulphur and,
therefore, more environmentally friendly.

This German insanity has been going on for decades now and an end is not
il -righ!.4t the same time, German! has starved out its higher education sector.
while 100 years ago the world went to Germany to studyit its top universities,
today there are only two German universities among thetop 100 in the world -and. none ?Tong the top 10 in Europe - while-even the small neighbour
Switzerland has four schools on the top 100 list.38 This developmenicould
easily be reversed, if the govemment would finally phase out the coal subsidies
and shift just a fourth or a third of the money bver to the higher education
sector.

what needs to be understood in the day and age of globalization is not so
much that states should not pay long-term subsidiis to iunset industries. This
was a well known fact essentially since Adam smith wrote his wealth of
Nations. The problem is not even so much that the economic model
globalization. brings, with it is one of open and, therefore, tough global
competition, in which any state can ill afford to make too many mistikes in its
economic and social policies. The problem ultimately lies in 

-the 
fact that the

rules for tr1d9 in goods, services, and capital have been globalized, while other
elements of the legal framework of international commeriial activities have not.
Although we cannot and should not impose the western level of protection for
labor, the environment, elc., on the developing and industiarizing countries,
certain minimum standards reflect universai values and should be-universally
applicable. However, exactly this has not been achieved so far. Traditional
public international and national constitutional law reseryes the regulation of so-
called internal affairs to the respective states.3e In practice this nieans that it is

35,see Bundesverband Erneuerbare Energie (BEE), http://www.energieverbraucher.delde/
umwelt-'nd-Politik/Energie_und verbraucherpolitivDeutschland/site tblst.
16See H.-J. Selenz in Saar-Echo, l4 June 2005, ivailable at http://wwwsaar-echo.de/de/art.php?

7123s-2!. For an opposing view see the website of the regional govenment of Nordrhein-
Westfalen at htQ://www.nrw-online.de/bergbau,/argument.htm#hnanzen ba.
37 see selenz, supra note 36. See also 

- 
http://www.cesifo-group.de/portavpage?jageid=36,

l^61420&_dad=portal& schema=PoRTAl&p_itemid=l 12 164.
38 The ranking is published annually in the iimes Higher Education supplement. The 2005 dataate. available at http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Times_Higher_EduCation_Supplement#Top_
universities overall .28worldwide.29.
3e This goeJback to the doctrine of non-intervention in intemal affairs of sovereign states first
expressed in the treaty on the Peace ofWestphalia in 1648 and nowadays enshrined in Article 2
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up .to each and every state to determine the level of protection it wants to affordto its environment and nature resources, the safeguulra, ii.'uni, ;;il;;" for theworkers in its factories, the protection ii wants oi do", no, *unr'L'p,ovide forvulnerable groups in society, whether or noi it-*ill have some sort ol minimumwage, the extent, if any, to which it wants to protect human rights andtundamental freedoms, ind whether o. noi-it-*iii rril"ri""#"ctrtve regatremedies for cases in which even its lower nationai standards-iruu" u""nviolated.. As a result, newly industri arizing and other countries lan co-pet" rorfo-*ign investment not only with abundini natural resources and with cost-adva.ntages based 
-on 

gemrine comparatirre 
"aruri"g"F ;;;;;"i iocationcan be attractive for foreign investors not only if it-offers u"'tt.i 

"oniltion, 
infair competition but also ifir allows .nor" -thts exploitation oithe riormorce

and./or environmental resources.
Unforhrnately, the anti-globalization movement does not distinguishcarefully what is fair and what is not and thereby hurts-its LwriJause. tre_mployees in India or china are willing to do comparable work for a fraction ofwestern wages, this is not bad per se f,ut an expreision or tr" iJo, ma.t"t, i.e.a function of offer and demand in that 

"ountry. 
Lower *;g; --u;J'for thatmatter lower costs - in foreign countries are not unfair per" se. the situationbecomes. problematic, howeier, when the workers in India or china areprevented from getting organized in labour unions ano to iigrri --lnlrr"i. o*ncountry - for market-driven wages and working 

"""aiti"rr. 
-ninuiry, 

trr"situation becomes totalry unaccepta6le if cost advantiges otproaucers in certaincountries are based on irr" 
"*p1o1i"tii'"i.i,il0 labour, slave labour, or theft ofsomebody else's intellectual property.

The same. applies in the a.ia or environmental protection. As such, onecannot and should not odect to the fact that grassland ro. 
"utti"-ru*hers is

ilTli:-l,1"d, therefore, inexpensive in n genillu or rhar coal can be produced

X^}:::,tl 1 oqen-Rit mining ar a fraction of the cost of the deep pits in
HIT_|Y_^ T ti_f 

it 3eain, competition does not become unfair simply'becausetne others are wrnning and/or favoured by narure. However, the'si"ruation isquite different if Mexiian nrrr".rn.n ui" tu"rnetssa.ity) drowning hundreds ofthou^sands of dolphins in their. tuna nstring ;tf 
-i,r;il"";;'ieu, 

otrainforest in Brazir become vi*im ro rruir,-unJ-uu- ;;;iil;% i".o..
(4) of the uN charter. For further information see,for exampre. A. cassese, Intemational Law
{3P?,.."j" Simma (Ed.), The Charler of the United Narions _ A Commenrarv (2002).'" rne "clscovery" ol'comparalive advantaqes, which provide incenlives foispeciaiizarion andtrade even between countries that at first itun." *outi not seem to have any such incentives
1".1u..1:u"ryming can be done cheaper uni'b"n., in one of them tlrun io tirc oin.i-go;s uact toDavid Ricardo. see D. Ricardo, priniiples of political E"ono,ny and raxation (lgr7; reprinted
?"J:^Ttl:1,1"\il!ll; see.a1so S. Hbuander, rhe Economics oro*tJ ni"".aili'szo1.-' Accordrng to estimates of the Trade and Environmental Database 6ro;, dJ"quate tunafishing nets caused the &o*Tlg-9-lyp.,o 300.000 ;"bhi;; per year in the 1966s and i970s lseehtF://Milw.american.edu/TED/TUNn.rrt-;, ana stitfus -any as 133.000 died in 1986 (seehttp://wwv/.maninnature.comffisherieslruna/tunalurrt rl.-No*"auy. -ortuttl-iutes are in therange of2.000 to 5.000 per year (lbrd ).



available for a few years of primitive agricultural use with rapidly declining
fertility. Cost advantages should be earned by market-driven and honest means
and not by market failure and abusive practices.

Unfortunately, world trade law is ill equipped to contain problems such as
those outlined here. When it comes to purely internal activities, such as the
destruction of the rainforest in favour of subsistence farming, there is simply no
tradeable product against which sanctions could be imposed. However, even in
the case of dolphin-unfriendly tuna, world trade law struggled for a long time to
find an adequate solution. According to GATT and WTO law, a country is
entitled to restrict the importation of a certain product only if and when ihat
product itself is dangerous for the environment or the consumers in the
importing cou-ntry. On the one hand, as long as it respects the most favoured
nation clausea2 and the principle of national ireatment,al any country is entitled
to demand that all imported automobiles are equipped with catalytic converters
for the exhaust fumes. On the other hand, a country cannot impose trade
restrictions simply because it does not approve of certain conditions of
production in the country of origin of the goods. As a consequence, if a factory
somewhere abroad does not treat its waste water and instead releases it
uncleaned into a local river or lake, that is a serious environmental problem;
however, it is subject only to the regulatory and administrative oversight in the
respective country. The sovereignty of each state and the principle of non-
intervention in intemal affairs prevent other countries from prescribing specihc
production methods or any kind of domestic legislative or administrative
standards merely because they are trading partners.

This traditional approach in international law is the more unsatisfactory the
more a particular production method destroys assets of transboundary or even
global importance. The dolphins are a good example because they were not
Mexican dolphins or even dolphins in Mexican waters. The Mexican fishermen
were operating in international waters, i.e. on the high seas, where each state
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a2 The most favoured nation or MFN clause is enshrined in Article I of the GATT 1947. It
requires that each contracting party of the GATT - and nowadays each member state of the WTo

heats all imports equally, regardless of their country of origin. Specifically, the importing
country has to award to each trading partner the same treatment it grants to its "most favoured
nation". For further analysis see, for example, J. H. Jackson, W. J. Davey, & A. O. Sykes,
International Economic Relations, 4th ed. (2002)i M. Trebilcock & R. Howse, The Regulation of
Intemational Trade, 2nd ed. (2005); J. H. H. Weiler (Ed.), The EU, the WTO and ttti NeffA
(2000).
a3 This principle is codified in Article III of the GATT 1947 and requires non-discriminatory
treatment between foreign i.e. imported and domestic goods. As a result of both principles, an
importing country has to submit all imported cars, regardless of their country of origin, as well as
its domestically produced cars, to the same rules about environmental protection, consumer
safety, etc. The claim that certrain regulatory measures are designed to protect these kind ofnon-
economic goals - and do not mainly serve to make import competition more difficult - is only
credible if the country is equally concerned about pollution and safety risks caused by its
domestic goods and not only about the risks caused by imported goods. For further reading see
Jackson, Davey & Sykes, Trebilcock & Howse, and Weiler, all in the preceding note.
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can and should have certain interests.s Similarly, toxic emissions from factories
and other polluters do not respect national boundaries and often do not confine
themselves to the country of origin.as Another example where outside interven-
tion may be justifiable are serious and persistent violation of essential human
rights. The problem is, however, where the line should be drawn. The concern
that importing countries in the West use human rights, labour and environ-
mental protection, and other seemingly benign arguments, to interfere more and
more in the production methods and other internal affairs of the developing
countries, with the ultimate and protectionist goal of preventing the latter from
using their comparative advantages in the global marketplace, is by no means
unrealistic or unfounded.

At the end, the answer cannot be an all or nothing approach. More creative
solutions are required.

E. Motivators of Behaviour For and Against the Common
Good - The Blame Game

Since globalization brought us worldwide ubiquitousness of information via the
CNN Revolution and worldwide interdependence via the elimination of most
barriers to and costs of international transactions, undertakings and public
bodies that hardly knew of each other are suddenly competing head to head.
This has far-reaching implications for decision-making mechanisms. A local gas
station can be forced to lower its prices if another local gas station across the
street does so hrst. If the former cannot survive with the reduced price because
of its higher cost, it may be forced out of the market. This is nothing new and

aa The WTO redeemed itself eventually. After the establishment of the Dispute Settlement Body
(DSB), a renewed quest for legitimacy led to a re-evaluation ofthe importing countries' rights to
protect endangered animals on the high seas beginning with the Shrimp-Turtle case. See, for
example, J. Scott, On Kith and Kine (and Crustaceans): Trade and Environment in the EU and
WO,in Weiler(8d.), supranote42, at125-168. OntheDSBsee,inthesamevolume, at35-70,
R. Howse, Adjudicative Legilimacy and Treaty Interpretation in Intemotional Trade Low: The
Early Years of l4/TO. See also A. E. Appleton, Shrimp/Turtle: Untangling the Nets,2 (3) Joumal
of Intemational Economic Law (JIEL) 47-496 (1999). For the subsequent case before the
Intemational Tribunal for the Law ofthe Sea see S. Marr, The Southern Bluefin Tuna Cases: The
Precautionary Approach and Conservalion and Management of Fish Resources, I I (4) European
Joumal of Intemational Law 815-83 I (2000).
45 For an important early intemational example see the two rulings of an Arbitral Tribunal in 1938
and l94l inthe Trail Smelter Case, involving emissions from a Canadian zinc smelter just North
of the US border causing damage to farming and logging industries in the Columbia River Valley.
See Govemment Printing Office (Ed.), Trail Smelter Arbitration Between the United States and
Canada Under Convention of April 15, 1935 (1941). See a/so United Nations Reports of
Intemational Arbitral Awards, Vol. 3, at 1905 (194'l); as well as 33 American Joumal of
Intemational Law 182 (1939) and 35 American Joumal of Intemational Law '116 (1941). For
further analysis see M. A. Drumbl, Trail Smelter and the Intemational Law Commission's lYork
on State Responsibility for Internationally lVrongful Acts and State Liability, Washington & Lee
Public Law Research Paper No. 03-06 (2003).
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we have always accepted it as part of Western market economy, not least since
the basic cost structure of the two gas stations - the cost of electricity and water,
the wages and taxes they have to pay, etc. - have always been similar or the
same. This was perceived as fair competition on a level playing field.

Today, a machine tool maker in Germany not only faces competition from
other factories in Germany, France, Italy, and other parts of Westem Europe.
Competition from low cost countries in Central and Eastern Europe and Asia
forces her to constantly trim production costs in order to survive. The first factor
to be taken into consideration when looking at motivators of behaviour for and
against the common good is, therefore, the naked fear of survival in the market
place.

Government incentives and disincentives are the next factor, which needs to
be examined in a differentiated way, however. First, different countries pursue
at least in part different and sometimes opposing goals. Second, it is important
to bear in mind that states are not monolithic in their decision-making but
consist of multitudes of individuals who, in turn, may pursue differeni and
sometimes opposing goals. The result is a cacophony of signals for undertak-
ings and investors that does not always send a clear mesiage. Furthermore,
these undertakings and investors are increasingly self-confident and consider all
kinds of positive and negative state incentives or sanctions subject to
negotiation.

Finally, the most powerful factor is personal benefit, where the range begins
with the satisfaction of essential needs and ends with ruthless and boundless
greed. In this respect, the question is whether there needs to be an inevitable
progression along this range, i.e. whether it is an inescapable part of human
nature that we always want more. The life of individuals like Mother Teresa and
many others like her would seem to testiff that humans can indeed be content
and even self-sacrificing. On the other hand, we do not need to go to the most
corrupt and ruthless leaders in distant and underdeveloped countries of the
worlda6 to find excess that can only be called obscene.aT

While we would need visionary leaders working towards less inequality and
more social justice on a global scale, it seems that more and more people in the

a6 The list of the world's most corrupt individuals who have embezzled the largest amounts of
money is led by Mohamed Suharto, former President of Indonesia (about $30-35 billion),
Ferdinand Marcos, former President of the Philippines ($5-10 billion), and Mobuhr Sese Seko,
former President of Zaire ($5 billion), see http://www.infoplease.con/ipa/A092l295.html
(quoting Transparency Intemational Global Comrption Report 2004). What remains a mystery is
why anybody would crave personal wealth in excess of a couple of hundred million dollars,
amounts that arguably nobody could conceivably spend in a lifetime.

An example of a very diflerent kind is William ("Bill") Henry Gates, the wealthiest man in the
world, who not only earned his wealth in a lawful way but is nowadays giving more than 90% of
his money away for charitable causes.
a7 To give but one example of many, Lee R. Raymond, the former chairman and chief executive
of Exxon Mobile, during his eleven years at the helm of the world's largest oil corporation,
received an average compensation of $144,573 per day, see New York Times, 15 April 2006, at
Al and 84. At the same time, more than 1.2 billion people around the world have to survive on
less than $1 per day.
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wealthy industrialized countries, with our politicians in the lead, are taking to
fight tooth and nail for the preservation of a presumed birthright to affluence
and ever greater personal wealth in spite of ever more competition for a global
pie that is shrinking in some areas and growing slowly in others but in any case
not growing as fast as the number of people that want to share in it. In the
resulting distributive battles, individual success or failure is not determined in
fair competition on a level playing held. While we saw a period of genuine
quest for social justice, inclusiveness and meritocratic selection in Western
democracies during the second half of the 20* century, culminating in the 1980s
and 90s, there has been a turnaround since.a8 Success in the battle nowadays
depends again - and maybe more than ever - on factors that have little or
nothing to do with personal effort and achievement, primarily factors such as
capital and income derived from capital - rather than work. What we are
witnessing since the end of the Cold War is not so much the victory of Western
democracy and market economy over socialism or communism. What we are
witnessing is the victory of the American version of capitalism over all other
systems.

Using the examples of environmental protection and the rights of employees,
it shall now be illustrated which actors tend to pursue goals in line with the
common good and which tend not to.ae Among other things it will be shown
that globalization does not (necessarily) pit the developed North versus the less
developed South and is not just another word for North-South Conflict.50

As has been mentioned, pursuit of the common good is usually more expen-
sive than pursuit ofself-interest, at least in the short term. The fact that the cost-
benefit analysis may look entirely different in the long term is, unfortunately, of
little relevance in our fast paced world. Undertakings are assessed by the stock
market on the basis of their quarterly reports. Politicians rarely think beyond the
next elections. Therefore, investments that will bear fruit only after years, let
alone decades, are not attractive to our leaders in the private or the public sector,
no matter how important the return is going to be one day - and be it only in the
prevention ofharm or damage.

The costs associated with pursuit of the common good have to be borne first
and foremost by the actors themselves, mainly the undertakings and the local,

48 In 1990, the average American CEO eamed approximately 107 times more than the average
ordinary worker in his or her company. By the year 2000, this ratio stood at 525 times the income
of the average worker..See New York Times Magazine, 16 April 2006, at 1l (quoting surveys
from the Institute for Policy Studies and United for a Fair Economy using data from Business
Week and Bureau of Labor Statistics). By contrast, European CEO pay packages are still almost
modest in comparison. However, the trend is clearly toward a globalization of the American
model. See G. Fabrikant, US-Style Pay Deals for Chiefs Become All the Rage in Europe, New
York Times, 16 June 2006, at A1 and C4.
ae For more detailed analysis see F. Emmert, Labor, Environmental Standards, and World Trade
Law, 10 (l) University of California Davis Joumal of Intemational Law and Policy 75-167
(2003).
50 On the latler topic see, for example, R. Reuveny & W. R. Thompson, Ilorld Economic Growth,
Northern Antagonism, and North-south Conflict,46 (4) Joumal of Conflict Resolution 484-514
(2002).
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regional, and national public bodies. These costs are then passed on to the
customers in the form of higher prices and to the citizens in the form of higher
taxes. The question how much pursuit of the common good and undertaking in
a Western industrialized country can afford depends on how much of the
resulting costs it can pass on via higher prices. The tougher the competition in
the respective industry, the less of the luxury of common good will be pursued
beyond the statutory minimum. Once the competitive pressure becomes too
much to bear, i.e. once the enterprise can no longer cover the costs imposed on
it by govemment regulation and market forces at its seat via competitive prices
that are accepted by the market, there are few choices other than to relocate to a
lower cost location or to exit from the respective product market altogether.sl

_ Of course, private enterprises are not primarily pursuing the common good;
they are pursuing the maximization of their profits for the benefits of-their
shareholders. That is why undertakings coming under pressure from low cost
competition cannot wait until the relocation of their production and,/or the
relocation of their taxable revenue to low cost and low tax jurisdictions is
becoming inevitable. If there are structural long-term changes in the competitive
situation, enterprises will seek to protect their prohtability by acting early,
unless there are compelling reasons not to do so. As a consequence, a number of
negative incentives for pursuit of the common good can be identified: a) gross
differences in the cost of production in different locations; b) the ease of
shifting production and/or taxable revenue to a low cost country; and c) the
first-mover effect, if one of several competitors in a high-cost country makes
the move to a low-cost country and, thereby, increases the competitive pressure
even more.

. By waving the card of job creation or job retention, undertakings are
increasingly trying to play out one country against another and to accelerate the
race to the bottom. Instead of playing along and reducing their standards in
order to reduce costs, the respective countries should become more creative in
order to protect the level of social and environmental protection they have
already achieved, for example by collaborating with other countries and by
agreeing on minimum standards that no country will go below. However, this
would require that all countries had an interest in maintaining their present
standards, let alone in seeking further improvement of existing standards. In
particular in developing countries this is often not the case, unfortunately. These
countries are usually characterized by extreme differences in income and
wealth. While the large majority of the population struggles to survive at or
below the margin of subsistence, there is a small elite, some 5%o of the
population or less, that controls the vast majority of political and economic

5l Ifa company exits from a specific market, for example the market ofpersonal computers, that
does not necessarily mean the end ofthe undertaking as such. In most cases, the undertaking will
explore other markets, i.e. other products, where it can be more competitive. Discontinuation of
all economic activities is normally considered only if other markets are not promising or if the
undertaking no longer has the resources to successfully develop other products.
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power. In between there may or may not be a marginal middle class, which in
turn is a good measure for_the state of development of the respective .ouotry.
. Th. tiny elite in these developing countries regularly consisti of
businessmen and politicians with family and other ties. Tlie business leaders -and owners of the bulk of all economic assets - are either active in politics
themselves or maintain the politicians like a zoo where the inhabitants irave to
be_ fed_ but, in return, are quite domesticated. Similar to the early age of
industrial revolution in Europe, the business leaders profit from a combiiation
lf F* standards of protection for workers and environmental assets, as well as
high import duties and multiple non{ariff barriers that keep out the international
competition. In addition, there are usually neither strong and independent trade
unions nor truly democratic elections in their way.

The bottom line is a coalition against pursuit of the common good and for
maximization of self-interest. It consists of the multinational enterpirises locatedin the industrialized world and the leading family clans in the newly
industrializing and developing countries. For different ieasons, neither ofthese
groups is particularly interested in high levels of social services, workers,
rights, environmental protection, public health care, public educatiorl etc. who
opposes these forces? In principle, it should be the-goal of all democratically
elected governments to pursue the common good, i.e. the greatest possibl-e
benefit for the greatest possible number of individuals. Aftei all, this should
maximize their chances for re-election. However, there are two problems: First,
globalization has reduced the instruments available to the governments around
the. world, including. the governments of the economic sup-erpowers USA, EU,
and Japan. Second, it is more and more apparent that even tde governments of
democratic western states are not all that vigorous when it come.-s to preventing
sliding standards at home and unfair competition from abroad. Even the worst
exploitation of.employees and the coarsesf environmental sins in the developing
countries receive -only sporadic attention, in spite of the fact that many
promising proposals have been discussed in acadernic circles and among NGo
representatives for years. Sometimes one wonders whether this couli have
something to do with the fact that westem multinationals, who continue to need
western markets for their goods even after they have shifted labour intensive
production to low-cost countries, also contribute the largest amounts to western
political parties and employ the best lobbyists?52 Honi soit qui mal y pense!

52 Before China entered the WTO, the annual discussion whether or not to continue unilateral
MFN treatment for china in spite of problems with human rights was a regular part of the
American political ritual. We can be certain that none of the Chinese leaders e-ver had sleepless
nights over this ritual. With billions of dollars of investment by American companies in Cirina,
almost exclusively for the supply of inexpensive goods to the American markets, the lobbyists oi
these very American companies made sure that Washington never went beyond rhetoric on the
rssue.
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F. "The Market Takes Care of ltself'or Yearning for the
Strong State?

The Chicago School of economists claims that the market is better than any
other mechanism or player when it comes to solving problems such as the ones
illustrated above, at least in the long term. That may be true. However, there are
several problems with such an approach. First, we must ask ourselves whether
we have enough time to wait for the self-healing powers of the market. When it
comes to environmental protection, this is objectively in doubt.53 When it comes
to the protection of workers rights and human rights - including the prevention
of child labour, trafficking of women, etc. - the "long term" is simply cynical.

Second, there are quite a few problems that we do not leave to the market to
resolve even in the national context. Although admittedly to a different degree,
all Western states are intervening in the market for the protection of consumers,
environmental assets, workers' rights, and other values that form part of the
common good. Another example for such intervention is antitrust law. By
contrast, there are to date no effective mechanisms for the protection of these
very same assets in the intemational context. Instead, Manchester capitalism
rules.

What would the future look like if indeed we continued to allow the free
forces of the market to control the way globalization changes the world? The
market price for unskilled workers in China will only go up once there is a
shortage of such workers. That could still take a while in light of the fact that
there are some 100 million people unemployed or underemployed in China.
Furthermore, some enterprises facing rising costs in the coastal regions in China
are already relocating to Vietnam, Cambodia, and other countries in South-East
Asia where they find even cheaper labour. The normal market mechanisms -
increased demand driving up wages - are not going to work in such an
environment. For the foreseeable future, therefore, the large multinational
enterprises have the cards stacked in their favour, not least since the activities of
free and independent labour unions are restricted in these countries. Ofcourse,
in the long term, the wages to be paid for unskilled or poorly skilled labour are
still going to become similar, regardless of location. The problem is that the
future level of such wages will not be the Western level but closer to the
Chinese level of today. Therefore, the relocation to China and other parts of
South-East Asia of production facilities for goods which are intended for
Western markets is more likely to come to an end because Western consumers
run out of money to buy these goods for lack of well-paying jobs.

53 The example of global warming can illustrate the point. From what we can tell, greenhouse
gases survive many years and even decades in the higher layers of the atmosphere. Therefore,
even if we would discontinue the emission of any such gases as of today, the impact of past
emissions would continue to worsen the climate for many years. With the general acceleration of
life and ever shorter product life cycles, the market may have become just another player who is
hardly able to keep up.
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5a Western multinationals will be quick to point out that their operations in China and other
developing countries are complying with all local laws and often exceed the standards for the
protection of workers and the environment mandated by these countries. However, what is the
real gain ifNike discontinues collaboration with a sweatshop in South-East Asia (after protests by
its Westem customers) and Wal-Mart steps in and now distributes the same shoes in the US under
a different trademark?
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similarly, the market does not work with regard to environmental protection.
Damage to the environment is the glassic externality that will be taken into
acco-unt by an undertaking in its cost calculation only if that is mandated by law
or if the damage gets so large and extensive that it impairs the production or
sale of the respective goods or services. In the international coniext, westem
multinationals can ignore the damage theysa are doing to the environment in the
developing world until these countries introduce meaningful legislation to
prevent such damage and efficient and workable enforcement mechanisms.
Alternatively, the damages can be ignored until they become so large and
extensive that so many people in the developing countries become so ill that
they are unable to work in the factories or that the pollution reaches the west
and impairs our hnancial capacity to buy the respectlve goods or services or at
least spoils our appetite to do so. In the medium term, global warming and
climate change may just do the latter. In the short term it seems, western
multinationals - and their suppliers - only have to be concerned about the first
alternative. Howevero stricter laws, let alone effective enforcement of such laws
in developing countries can usually be prevented or at least delayed quite
conveniently by donations to the relevant political parties and their leaders.

In conclusion, it is argued that globalization has been one-sided. What we
h-ave globalized are the trading rules and oppornrnities for private enterprise.
what we have failed to globalize are the laws and other mechanisms to protect
the common good, i.e. assets that are insufficiently valued by the market. This
development on the international scale resembles the 

-early 
phases of

industrialization when Manchester capitalism ruled on the nationil llvel. onlv
today it.is American-sfyle capitalism and the level is universal. Back in the l9{h
and 20'n century, we introduced a broad range of protective legislation and
supervisory mechanisms to secure workers rights, environmental and consumer
protection, high quality health care and public education and many other aspects
of what we call today our western welfare states and - ultimaiely - weitern
civilization. This was the heyday of the nation state. only strong states with
large and powerful governments were able to deliver tiiese goods for the
common good. In the face of globalization, however, it seems that our nation
states have become too small and powerless to provide for us the way they used
to. Since there is no strong govemment on the global scale, one possible
conclusion to the conundrum would be to demand a strong global government,
with democratic structures, a powerful administration, independent judiciai
oversight, and effective enforcement mechanisms. Would this be the (only)
answer to the challenges of globalization or would it just be new wine in oid
wineskins? The next and final chapter will discuss alternatives.
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G. Enforceable Mechanisms for the Protection of the
Common Good Beyond National Borders - The
Reunification of Common Good and Globalization

If the globalization of the market via the liberalization and facilitation of trade
and communication has brought about the current dilemma with regard to the
common good, there are logically two ways to deal with the problem. First of
all, we could seek to reverse globalization by restricting the free flow of goods
and services, i.e. by reintroducing trade barriers. This could be dont by
eliminating the WTO or by giving the nation states new rights within WTO la\i
to restrict imports by introducing higher tariffs and non-tariff barriers to trade.
This would be the re-nationalization of trade law to bring it back to the level of
the nation state, where the protection of the common good has always remained.
Production of many goods in low-cost countries would not be worthwhile if
these goods could not be sold in Western markets because of barriers to trade
and could not be sold in significant numbers in developing countries either
because of lack of purchasing power. In this way, re-introduction of barriers to
trade would eliminate a crucial element of globalization and would re-empower
the nation states.

However, this solution is sub-optimal in economic terms. The allocation of
resources would once again be determined more on the basis of political choices
than market forces. Global efficiency gains based on efficient sharing of labour
and generating overall benefits for humanity, would be lost. While the one or
the other job in the Western industrialized world would be recovered, this
would happen at the expense of many jobs in the developing world. These
countries would experience disinvestment, capital flight, decreasing technology
transfers and other measures hampering their development, pushing them back
into poverty and potentially creating political unrest and migratory pressures
towards Westem countries. Even in Western countries, the overall balance
would be negative because of rising prices for a broad range of goods and
services that could no longer be produced with cheap labour from developing
countries and declining corporate profits. Fortunately, such a scenario ii
unlikely to happen because of the vested interests of many large and medium
sized enterprises and investors who will do their share to prevent such a turning
back ofthe clock.

The second alternative would go in the same direction as globalization itself.
Instead of reversing the liberalization and facilitation of trade and
communication to bring it back to the national level, this would involve the
globalization of the rules and mechanisms for the protection of the cornmon
good. If the nation states are no longer in charge of trade and, therefore, no
longer able to secure the common good, the protection of the common good
should also move to the international level to catch up with the liberalization of
the economy.
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In order to achieve such an internationalization, there is first a need to create
normative instruments, i.e. we need protective laws and regulations with global
reach, and then there is a need to create executive instruments, i.e. we also need
efficient mechanisms for the enforcement of the new laws and regulations, as
well as judicial oversight. Of course, there are strictly speaking no laws and
regulations on the international level because sovereign states do not recognize
and are not subject to a global legislature. By contrast, binding internatlonal
rules are created in consensual procedures, mainly via international agreements.
Acrually there is no lack of such international agreements. Already, we have
dozens of agreements for the protection of human rights, workers rights,
environmental assets, etc., many of which offer quite decent standards of
protection.5s A good number of these agreements has even been ratified, i.e.
accepted as binding, by fairly many countries around the world. Of course,
improvements could and should be made in details but the problem of
protecting the common good on the international level is not first and foremost
a problem of insufhcient legislative instruments.

Rather, the problem is one of enforcement of the norms and standards and it
has multiple facets. By contrast to enforcement of domestic law in the national
context, international law does not provide for international courts with
jurisdiction to hear all kinds of cases brought by all kinds of actors for the
enforcement of all kinds of agreements ratified by all kinds of states.56 There is
generally no standing for natural and legal persons before international courts;
at the same time, national courts are poorly suited for the enforcement of
international law because they may not have jurisdiction of the defendant(s)
and/or they do not recognize the direct effect and direct applicability of the

55 In addition to the well known instruments for the intemational protection of human rights
(beginning with the Universal Declaration of Human Rights (The Universal Declaration was
adopted by General Assembly Resolution 217 A (IID of l0 December 1948. lt is available at
http://www.un. org/Ovewiew/rights.html, also published in I. Brownlie & G. Goodwin-Gil (Eds.),
Basic Documents on Human Rights, 4rh ed. (2002), at l8-23), the lntemational Covenant for Civil
and Political Rights (ICCPR) (999 UNTS 172-346), and the International Covenanr for
Economic, Social and culhral Rights (ICESCR) (903 UNTS 3-106). The two covenants are also
published rz I. Brownlie & G. Goodwin-Gil (Eds.), Basic Documents on Human Rights, 4d ed.
(2002), at 172-l8l and 182-198 respectively.) as well as the regional protection systems (Inter-
American, European, etc.), there are many ILO conventions conceming international labour law
and related issues (available at http://www.ilo.org/ilolex./english/convdispl.htm), and many
intemational agreements for the protection of the environment, for example the washington
Convention on Intemational Trade in Endangered Species (CITES), or the 1989 Basel Convention
on the Conhol of Transboundary Movement of Hazardous Waste and their Disposal (available at
http://www.basel.int/texVdocuments.html). See also the OECD Guidelines for Multinational
Enterprises, which contain only non-binding standards, however.
56 Although the Intemational Court of Justice in the Hague is, in principle, available for the
settlement of all kinds of disputes under intemational law, there are a number of important
limitations. First, states are subject to the compulsory jurisdiction of the ICJ only if they have so
accepted (see Article 36 (2) of the statute). Furthermore, only states can bring claims or have
claims brought against them; in particular natural and legal persons have no standing before the
lCl (see Article 34 of the Statute). Finally, taking another state to the ICJ is considered an
unfriendly act and will be done only in politically opportune cases.
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respective rules in the domestic legal order. Furthermore, there is no prosecutor
or other entity that could bring cases based on intemational law on behalf of
individuals before national or international courts or tribunals.

International law works quite differently from national law in these respects.
When a state ratifies an international agreement this merely creates an obliga-
tion for the state to implement the agreement into its national legal order and to
ensure its observation by whatever means it chooses. The implementation is by
no means automatic. Usually it requires at the very least the adoption of
commensurate legislation by the national parliament. Frequently, it may also
require the creation ofsupervisory procedures or authorities and/or the creation
of enforceable rights and sanctions. Thus, a country takes political decisions at
every junction in the road, first about the signing and ratification of the
agreement, then about the whether and how of national implementation, and
finally about the means of enforcement, if any. These political decisions are not
in any way connected or conditional upon each other. Therefore, a state can
signal goodwill and compliance on the international level by supporting and
even ratifuing an intemational agreement while at the same time avoiding any
real consequences by remaining totally inactive on the national level or by
casting the national implementation into vague and unenforceable language. In
particular when it comes to the protection of human rights, workers rights, and
environmental standards, this practice is widespread.

Sooner or later somebody will, of course, discover that the state in question
is not meeting its intemational obligations. However, the natural and legal
persons who are concemed by this violation of international law can do very
little about it. They have no standing before international courts and if they
address themselves to the national courts they will most likely hear that the
international agreement as such is not self-executing or directly applicable,
hence unable to directly create rights and obligations for and against individuals
that can be enforced by the national courts, and that the national implementing
legislation is either missing or too vague and cannot be enforced either.

Solely the other contracting parties to an international agreement, i.e. the
other states that have signed and ratified that agreement, have certain means to
address violations of the principles enshrined therein. However, these other
states are usually not directly concerned, for example if the former state does
not enforce its minimum wage provisions effectively or does not protect its
endangered species adequately. Furthermore, the other states may themselves be
struggling with the full application and enforcement of the rules under the
agreement. And even if one or more of the other states adopt a political decision
to take up a matter against the former state, their possibilities are quite limited.

The classic instruments provided by public international law for the
enforcement of rights and obligations of states always begin with negotiations.
If such negotiations are unable to resolve the matter, there are certain diplomatic
means: Sending a diplomatic note or letter of complaint, summoning the
ambassador of the respective country, suspension or even termination of
diplomatic relations, etc. Then there are retorsions, i.e. certain lawful but
unfriendly acts such as the termination of an agreement on friendship and
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navigation, or of a beneficial trade agreement, or of development aid. At the
next level, there are acts that would normally not be lawful inind of themselves
but that may be taken in response to a breach of the law by another state. These
measures are called reprisals and include, for example, the suspension of mutual
obligations under the agreement in question according to the rule of tit for tat.
Trade embargoes are among the more drastic measur-e of this kind. Finally, at
the end of the scale, there are various forms of use of force, in particular
humanitarian intervention and war. Proceedings before international courts or
arbitral tribunals are part of this instrumentarium only to the extent they are
foreseen in the respective agreement(s).

As can be seen quite easily, these classic instruments of enforcement of
rights and obligations are designed and suitable only for the enforcement of
classic rights under intemational law, such as the mutual treatment of diplomats
or the enforcement of general trade concessions. At least when a dispute
concerns countries of comparable size-and power, these instruments can usually
bring about a pragmatic resolution of the underlying disputes and re-estabhsl
r_espect for the mutually accepted obligations. This is already less the case if a
dispute involves countries of very different size and powei. To give but one
example, trade sanctions of New zealand against the EU will necesiarily be less
impressive than the other. way around. Finally, the classic instruments provided
by intemational law are largely useless when it comes to the protection of the
common good.

Ever since the prohibition of the use of force has been universally
recognized, trade sanctions are preffy much the most powerful means to compel
another country to abide by its international obligatibns. Trade sanctions h;ve
the advantage that they .are not only hitting the government of the respective
country; they are directly affecting commercial interests in that country and
thereby create domestic pressure on the govemment to hx the proile-.
However, as has been outlined above, trade sanctions are limited by 'trto taw
to the cases where the problem travels with the imported goods br services.
Punitive tariffs and other forms of import restrictioni must not be used to put
pressure on another country to bring its internal affairs into compliance with
international norms and standards. At least theoretically, that could- be changed
in the future!

As early as 1994, the GATT and WTO rules were supplemented with the
TRIPS Agreement, pursuant to which a country can be punished with trade
sanctions if it violates international standards for the protection of intellectual
property or if it doj:s not enforce these standards effectively against violations
!v Rrivate parties.sT A similar bridge to trade law has been disiussed for years
for the protection of workers' rights and for environmental protection, iince
both of these areas also have direct impact on production costs and -
57 The Agreement on Trade Related Intellectual Property Rights (TRIPS) was negotiated during
the Uruguay Round (1986-1994) as part of the package constituting the wro Agreements. It
belongs to the core agreements that have to be accepted by all WTOmember stateJ. For further
information go to http://www.wto.org.
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consequently - the fair or unfair competition between producers in different
countries.58

The problem with the construction of such a link lies in the fact that it can
only be done if all members of the WTO agree and, at least at present, the
developing countries are strongly opposed to the idea. In addition to the
abovementioned concem that such a link would open the door to protectionist
measures that have more to do with the inabilify of sunset industries in the West
to compete with low cost producers in the newly industi'alizing countries than
with unfair standards in the latter, there are two main issues to be resolved:
First, there is no consensus about the standards that could or should be
respected universally. Which level of protection of the common good can be
expected from developing and newly industrializing countries? Is it not
precisely part ofthe development process that luxuries such as paid holidays or
unemployment insurance become available only when a society is generally
able to satisff more basic needs for the overwhelming majority of its
population? Many voices from the Westem industrialized countries, in
particular from the camp of labour unions, have rather hurt their own cause in
this respect by demanding equivalent levels of protection and wages in
developing countries before agreeing to open trade regimes.

Second, and this is probably the most signihcant roadblock hampering the
Doha Round of WTO negotiations and any other efforts at connecting labour
and environmental standards to trading rights, it has become very obvious that
60 years of GATT and WTO law have benefited the Western industrialized
countries much more than they have benefited the developing and newly
industrializing countries. Therefore, the latter are not at all inclined to help the
former to ensure that this trend will continue in future. Countries such as India,
Brazil and Argentina have become very vocal about the fact that the promised
benefits of free trade have yet to benefit them. Admittedly, foreign direct
investment has created jobs in these countries. However, these jobs are often for
poorly qualified and low income workers and they sometimes disappear faster
than they came, in reaction to developments on Wall Street or if another country
offers even lower cost conditions. Furthermore, the phenomenal gains of the
international investors are usually not filed with the tax authorities in the host
countries either. Finally, even under current trade law, the industrialized
countries have retained certain powers or are simply maintaining certain trade
barriers in more or less clear contravention to the law to protect sunset
industries such as textiles and footwear. These are precisely the sectors where
the developing countries have the largest comparative advantages based on low
labour cost and where they could earn the private profits and tax revenue that
would enable them to intrinsically accelerate their own development. Last but
not least, before the second and third world will sign on to another globalization
agreement, this time for the creation of internationally applicable and

s8 See, for example, K. Anderson, The Infiasion of Environmental and Labor Standards into
Trade Policy, in W. Martin & A. Winters (Eds.), The Uruguay Round and the Developing
Countries (1996); D. C. Esty, Greening the GATT: Trade, Environment and the Future (1994).
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enforceable standards for the protection of workers and environmental assets,

they are demanding that the gigantic distorti^ons of agricultural markets caused

by EU and US subsidies must be terminated5e and that Western markets must be

opened to agriculhral products from the rest of the world. While these demands

may sound utopian given the strength of the agricultural lobby in the EU and in
the-US,o0 there,is a lot to be said for them from the point of view of economic
analysis, law and development, and simple justice and equity' Indeed, why
should global liberalization and facilitation of trade in goods and services be
focussed on those goods and services where the Western countries have the

advantage?

H. Conclusions - Closing the Circle or Squaring It?

Globalization has so far covered primarily trade in goods and services. It has as

yet failed to provide international standards for the protection of non-
commercial assets. This asyrnrnetry is endangering the common good both in
the developing and newly industrialized countries, that are racing each other to

5e The total amount of farm subsidies paid by OECD member states in 2001 was 3l I billion USD,
or 850 million USD per day according to X. Diao, E. Diaz-Bonilla & S. Robinson, How Much

Does it Hurt? The Impact of Agricultural Trade Policies on Developing Countries, Intemational

Food Policy Research Institute (2003), at 2. This compares to approximately 1 16 billion USD in
total "Official Development Finance" (ODF) paid by the richer to the poorer countries; see data

compiled by nationmaster.com on the basis of CIA World Factbook 2002, available at

http://www.nationmaster. com/graph-T/eco_eco_aid_rec. The OECD itselfgives a total figure of
235 billion USD for the farm subsidies paid by its member countries in2002, see oECD (Ed.),

OECD Agricultural Outlook 2003-2008 (2003). The difference does not mean that the subsidies

have gone down substantially between 2001 and 2002 but that the two reports use different

calculation methods and the first one includes more indirect payments. Oxfam estimates that the

level of agricultural subsidies paid by all Northern govemments together has reached I billion
US$ per day in 2003, see oxfam (Ed,.), Running into the sand - why Failure at the cancun Trade

Talks Threatens the World's Poorest People, Briefing Paper No. 53 (2003)' at 3.
60 The fact that the influence of the farm lobby is disproportionate can be demonshated when

comparing the number of farmer's votes in elections and their contribution to the national GDP to

the amount of financial resources and favorable legislation devoted to the farmers. While they

represent only 0.8% of the population (full-time and part-time farmers combined), provide only
3.2% of all jobs and generate only 1.6%o of GDP in the USA, they receive some US$20 billion in
direct subsidies per year, more than any other industry or sector of the economy (these figures are

calculations of the author on the basis of statistics provided by the US Department of Agriculture,
the US Department of Labor Bureau of Labor Statistics, the US Census Bureau, the

Environmental working Group, the cato Institute, and the Heritage Foundation). According to

one author, the combined cost of direct farm subsidies and loans, consefvation payments, price

supports, and crop insurance over a decade, beginning in2002, will amoturt to US$l90 billion. To
this figure, a total cost ofUS$27 I billion in inflated food prices has to be added, bringing the total

cost oithe current US farm policy to US$461 billion over ten years, or US$4,377 per household

in America. See B.M. Riedl, The Cost of America's Farm Subsidy Binge: An Average of $1

Million Per Farm, available on the website ol the Heritage Foundation at http://www.heritage.

org/Research/Agriculture/BGl 5 I 0.cfm.
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the bottom in their quest to attract foreign direct investment and jobs, as well as
in the industialized countries, that are more and more losing jobs and tax
revenue and, therefore, the resources necessary to maintain the level of
protection for the common good we have become used to and consider part of
our Western civilization. The main beneficiaries have been the multinitional
enterprises that are more and more able to avoid national laws and taxes. Other
beneficiaries include China and India, where millions of people have found
work, have escaped poverty and are slowly growing into a veritable middle
class. Finally, we all have benefitted via an ever greater choice of goods and
services at our disposal at relatively modest prices.

The challenge for the future will be to preserve as many of the benefits of
globalization while at the same time eliminating as many of the detriments as
possible. Since it would be foolish to try to turn back the clock and to abolish
globalization, the way forward must be in the form of more globalization and
specifically globalization of the standards and enforcement mechanisms
necessary to preserve the common good.61 This will again not happen without
leaving behind winners and losers. On the one hand, the developing countries
have to be persuaded to agree to minimum standards for the protection of
workers' rights and environmental assets and to tie the observation of these
standards in law and in fact to trading rights. On the other hand, the agricultural
subsidies and other protectionist measures maintained by the Western
industrialized countries have to be phased out or at least down. The common
good in all countries would be the main beneficiary of these reforms. Among
the losers would be the large, quasi industrial farmers in the West, as well as
some small family farmers that survive only because of the current subsidies.
Some food products would become more expensive in the shops and some
imported goods as well. However, this would also create more and better jobs
both in the developed and the developing world and provide an opportunity to
phase out the industrialized agricultural economy in favour of organic farming
and healthier food. Furthermore, an end to all the agricultural subsidies would
free up significant funds that could be better used for debt reduction and
investment into the future, in particular in education.

At the same time, tax evasion needs to be combated more effectively since
all of the abovementioned measures will not suffice for the protection of the
common good if the states are unable to collect enough revenue to finance it.
This means that the rules about who and what is subject to taxation also need to
be globalized and intemational minimum standards for transparency and
cooperation oftax authorities need to be developed and enforced for and against
all countries. Countries like Switzerland have been arguing against stricter rules
against international tax evasion for years. A key argument being made is the
problem that stricter rules in one jurisdiction will merely cause the money to

61 Many good ideas can be found in P. J. Harvey, T. Collingsworth & B. Athreya, Developing
Effective Mechanisms for Implementing Labor Rights in the Global Economy (1998); Oxfam
(Ed.), Hamessing Trade for Development (2001); and Oxfam (Ed.), Rigged Rules and Double
Standards Trade, Globalization, and the Fight Against Povefi (2002).
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migrate to the next tax haven. The OECD has been putting pressure on
Caribbean and other tax havens for years but the results are modest at best.
Again, the problem lies in the fact that tax oasis like the Turks & Caicos Islands
are sovereign states and cannot be told by other states to modify their domestic
laws on banking and corporations. Even trade sanctions would be of little use in
this respect because many of the worst offenders in this area are micro-states
with little or nothing to trade who have only become wealthy in recent times
precisely by offering themselves as havens for tax evading individuals and
companies. Still, the problem could be resolved quite easily if there was a real
will to do so. Just one look at the banks and the agencies that help with the
establishment of corporations and management of their assets in these off-shore
jurisdictions reveals that the brand names are not at all unknown. For the most
part, these institutions are daughter companies of large and well-known Western
financial institutions and financial service providers. Barclays Bank, Standard
Bank and other British instirutions are particularly well established and it is
generally quite fascinating how the British are holding a sheltering hand over a
multitude of tax havens around the British isles and in the Caribbean. It must be
a lucrative thing to do for the British government and as long as the OECD and
the rest of the world are beating the Swiss and others, why would they give it
up? And this is precisely where the key to the resolution of the problem can be
found. Even if the West cannot (easily) regulate corporate and tax laws in
sovereign island states, it can certainly regulate what it's own f,rnancial
institutions are doing around the world, even if they do it via more or less
independent subsidiaries. After all, where are the wealthy tycoons from Russia,
and the dictators from Africa and elsewhere, who want to entrust their hard
stolen riches to some no-name bank from some banana republic? Effective
regulation and enforcement against all Western banks would require a

consensus of at least all OECD members, however.
The common good is under fire. It seems that globalization is delivering the

ultimate victory to Manchester capitalism. The answer to the problem, however,
is not less but more globalization. What we need is the establishment of
adequate minimum standards for all countries and the effective enforcement in
all countries, respectively against them, if necessary. In order to accomplish
this, the developed and the developing countries need to realize that they are
ultimately sitting in the same boat when it comes to the common good. That, in
turn, requires that a number ofresistances are overcome that have so far proven
extremely resilient. Should we prove unable to overcome these forces, we will
continue to witness the common good going down the slippery slope of
unfinished globalization. As a consequence, the Western welfare state, which is
the very core of our Western civilization and much coveted by the rest of the
world, will tum from an eminently exportable idea into an endangered species.
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